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1. PREPARATION
▶ Tools required: none
▶ Place motorcycle on a secure & level surface

INSTALLATION CONTINUED ON REVERSE SIDE

WARNING
Overloading any tank bag will result in a high center of gravity, which will cause bike to become top heavy and susceptible to 
unexpected tipping, especially on lean-in while negotiating high speed turns.  MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE LOAD LIMIT IS 5 LBS.
The Universal Harness must be installed so as not to interfere with full left or right steering. Failure to ensure that adequate 
stering is available will result in serious injury.

2. UNIVERSAL HARNESS INSTALLATION
▶ Remove seat
▶ Locate front of harness with two large quick release buckles.
▶ Disengage buckles and position harness loosely on gas tank between steering head and front of tank.
▶ thread front strap around steering post and clip to harness buckles.
▶ The rear of the harness contains one web strap with slide lock and quick release buckle. Slide web strap under tank mounting 

or around frame.
▶ Weave end of web strap through tri-glide(slide adjustment). Buckle to harness.
▶ Adjust front and rear of harness using the combination of slider locks and the quick-release buckles to securely fasten the 
 harness on the gas tank.
▶  Check to make sure harness is centered on tank.
▶ Reassemble seat with care. Slide locks should not interfere with attachment. If you encounter interference, adjust slider locks.

2. MAGNETIC MOUNT INSTALLATION
▶ Place and center magnetic unit directly on METAL tank. Position to conform to tank profile and not to interfere with full left or 

right steering.
NOTE: Do not place credit cards near magnets!

WARNING
Please read and understand these instructions completely before installation to avoid possible injury to yourself or damage to 
the accessory or vehicle. If you are unsure of your ability, seek the help of a qualified mechanic.
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CARE & CLEANING:
This product is supplied with a gasoline and scratch resistant neoprene layer. However, care should be taken to avoid gas spills
and a heavy buildup of dust and/or dirt under the harness. Excessive dust and/or dirt may become embedded in the neoprene,
which may lead to scratches in the painted finish. Wiping with a mild bike wash detergent and applying a good quality wax 
will reduce the chance of scratching. Remove the bags before washing the bike.Use a mild detergent and soft brush to remove dirt 
or road grime from the bags. Rinse thoroughly and allow to air dry before using. Do not put in washer or dryer. Drycleaning is not 
recommended.

Note:
Your bags are manufactured from heavy-weight water-proof polyester materials. However, in the event
of heavy rain, moisture may enter the bags through seams or zippers. It is highly recommended that important
papers, valuable items, or clothing be wrapped in plastic for added protection
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